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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 IMPORTANCEOF INSPECTION
The owners, operators, and regulators of ships and marine structures must ensure
that these facilities operate efficiently and safely, without undue risk to cargo,
personnel, or the environment.
Because the loads on structures are uncefiain, and
because we have incomplete knowledge of the capability of operational (Le; , asbuilt/a-maintained,
as opposed to as-designed) structures, periodic inspections are
used to help ensure that these goals are met.
Periodic inspections are required by classification societies and by the U.S. Coast
Guard. Because an effective inspection and maintenance program can greatly extend the
life of a structure, owners and operators also have an economic incentive to carry out
periodic inspections. A planned system of inspection and maintenance has been shown in
some circumstances to result in life-time costs of about one sixth of the cost of
neglecting the damage and replacing the structure when necessay [Weber 1984].
These savings come from preventive maintenance and from improved planning and
execution of required repairs, including the ability to plan and carry out alternative
repair strategies [Bureau Veritas 1987].
An additional benefit of periodic inspections
is the ability to assess and provide feedback on the performance of materials or designs.
Figure 1 summarizes the reasons marine structures are periodically inspected.
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Figure 1. Motivation for Perimfc Inspection
Periodic inspections are patiiculariy impoftant in fatigue loading situations, where
detecting and repairing cracks before they reach a critical length is crucial. Inspections
take on increased importance when structures have been designed using advanced
methods that result in a reduction of excess load carrying capacity. Use of a “fail-safe”
approach to design, based on the detection and repair of flaws, as opposed to a “=fe-life”
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approach, based on the structure not failing during its lifetime, also increases the
importance of inspection [Basar 1985]; in essence, the need for inspection is “built in”
during design. As the average age of vessels and structures in operation increases, there
will be a greater demand for and reliance on periodic inspections.

1.2 PRESSURESAND CONSTRAINTSON INSPECTION
Inspections are in many ways the “last resort” ih ensuring the safety of marine
structures.
However, the circumstances surrounding marine inspections are far from
ideal. Consider, for example, the conditions facing the inspector of an oil tanker,
described in Williams and Sharpe [1995]:
“...picture ... a large gymnasium. The compartments... are on that scale.
The inspector usually enters this compartment via a ladder from the main
deck. He is typically wearing coveralls and armed with a flashlight,
hopefully an atmosphere monitor, a hammer, pan and inspection book.
Often the only available light source is the natural light coming from a
few 350mm diameter tank washing openings in the deck. Usually the tank
has not been staged for repairs. Now, given those conditions, consider
that the inspector is tasked with being able to find a 25mm crack on the
framing as far away as the back corner of the gymnasium.”
Inspection is frequently a physically demanding task, involving climbing (in the case
of ship compartments) or diving (in the case of other marine structures).
There is
often time pressure associated with an inspection. At a minimum, the need for the
inspector to move on to the next inspection places a constraint on time. In addition, for
the many inspections that require a facility to be out of se~ice, there is a strong
incentive to minimize inspection time and return the facility to active service. Time
pressure and the vast size of many marine structures make it impossible to inspect the
entire structure. The U.S. Coast Guard has estimated that unless a tank is staged and
illuminated, on a vessel larger than 200 KDWT less than 20% of the internal structure
can be adequately inspected during a drydock inspection [Bell et al 1989].
Because inspections are difficult and may require facilities to be out of sewice, it
would be ideal to inspect only as often as necessary to ensure safety and efficient
planning of repairs. To realize this sti of “just in time” inspection requires knowledge
of the types and sizes of flaw that can be detected, of how reliably they can be detected,
of how fast they grow, and of the size at which they become critical. Rolfe et al. [1993]
describe a fracture mechanics approach for oil tankers that addresses crack growth and
critical crack length. Their results indicate that changes in the quality of inspection
have significant impacts on fatigue life. For example, for the bottom shell cracks they
considered, changing from an inspection approach able to detect 3 inch cracks to one able
to detect 2 inch crack can lead to a significant extension in fatigue life. Among their
recommendatimw for further research is a study of current inspection practice to verify
probabili~ of detection (MD) cuwes for various ship details [Rolfe et al. 1993].
Inspections are camied out by different paties (e.g. owner, classification society,
regualto~ agen~) and w“th different objectives. For example, an owner may carry out
an inspection shotily before a ship comes into the repair yard in order to determine the
scope of repair work. This sort of inspection will be considered successful if the areas
needing repair and the approximate magnitude of the repair work are identified in this
case, is not neces=ty for every crack to be identified and precisely measured.
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1.3 INSPECTIONTECHNOLOGIES
Marine inspections generally involve an initial visual inspection: a trained inspector
“looks over” the structure, focusing on known problem areas and on anomalies.
Depending on the type of structure, this visual inspection may be followed by the
investigation of selected areas using a method of non-destructive evaluation ( e.g.
magnetic patiicle inspection).
Inspections as currently carried out tend to be labor
intensive and physically demanding.
There has been a significant interest in new
technologies that would make inspections safer, faster, and more effective. For example,
for tanker inspection proposed improvements have included better lighting, various
means of access, the use of hand-held computers for data acquisition, the use of infrared
thermogmphy, the use of remotely-operated vehicles, and the use of remote light source
with video cameras. These technologies and others are described in, among other
sources, Holzman 1992, Goodwin and McClave 1993, and Allen et al. 1993.
In order to determine whether or not a new technology is worthwhile, it is necessary
to understand its costs and benefits and compare these against the costs and benefits of

current inspection practice. One aspect of the “benefit” pan of this comparison is the
likelihood that a flaw with particular characteristics will be found using a patiicular
technology.

1.4 PROBABILITYOF DETECTION
A knowledge of how likely it is that a flaw will be found during an inspection is
impotiant for many reasons: as feedback to design, to provide guidance in setting
inspection schedules, and as a common ground upon which to compare different
inspection technologies. Ideally, one would like to know the probability that a flaw with
cetiain characteristics will be detected on a particular inspection. This probability of
detection
(POD) is usually expressed in a POD cuwe, with the POD plotted on the
vertical axis and some characteristic of the flaw (for example, crack length) plotted on
the horizontal axis. To reflect uncefiainty, the POD curve is bounded by confidence
intewals.
Figure 2 shows this schematically.
A POD curve can be derived from
theoretical considerations or can be based on observed performance. In either case, it is
impottant to understand the confidence bounds on the cuwe presented.

probability
d
detectim

— Best estimate of ~D

— 95% confidence intewal

crack length
Figure 2. Schematic Probability of Detection Cuwe
(for illustration only not derived from actual data)
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A ~pical POD curve shows how the probability of detection varies with changes in a
single factor, typically crack length. It is imponant to understand the probability of
finding other defects, such as buckling, coating breakdown, and corrosion, as well,
although some of these defects are difficult to quantify. Previous work and the results of
intewiews carried out as a pafi of this study show the ability to detect a defect is
influenced by a variety of factors related to the environment, the inspector, and the
vessel. A single POD curve may not be sufficient to capture these effects. In other
words, if the probability of detection is viewed only as a function of, say, crack length,
the variation in detection rates (and the corresponding confidence bounds on the POD
cuwe) will be so large as to render the resulting POD cuwe useless.
If the influence of all factors was known, a family of POD cuwes could be generated
covering the variety of conditions expected to occur in practice.
Alternatively, a
“baseline” POD cume could be developed, to which “multipliers” would be applied
depending on vessel, inspector, and environment factors. A similar approach is used in
estimating labor productivity in the construction industry. Baseline productivi~ values
are modified based on the presence, absence, or level of factors known to affect
productivity (see, for example, Neil 1982).
Cleady, a great deal of data would be required to learn the precise impact of every
factor on overall inspection performance.
However, preliminary indicators of the
probability of detection for “typical practice” could be developed from a more limited
amount of information.

1.5 PURPOSEOF THIS STUDY
The purpose of this study is to investigate means of developing POD cutves for
Work in the aviation, nuclear, and manufacturing industries shows
marine structures.
that engineers and operators often use unrealistic inspection performance expectations.
In general, in the marine sector we do not understand just how good or how poor a job of
inspection we do. The goal of this work is an understanding POD for marine structures,
including the factors that influence POD, and the ways in which POD cuwes could be
derived, developed, or borrowed from other industries. Due to the experience and
interests of the authors and the Project Technical Committee for this project and to the
availability of inspection recrods, the work reported here focuses on oil tankers. The
methods presented should be applicable to other marine structures as well, particularly
when the primary means of inspection is a visual suwey of unobstructed areas.

1.6 RESEARCHAPPROACH
A tw~step
approach was taken for this study.
First, information regarding
inspection practice and inspection performance in the marine and in other industries
was gathered. Then, methods for evaluating inspection performance were identified,
developed, and evaluated. In its initial scope, this study was to have produced estimates
of POD cumes for common inspection procedures and details, estmiates of the accuracy
of measurements of fatigue cracks, estimates of the costs of inspection for various
inspection types and structures, and quantitative estimates of the probability of
det=tiwing
comosion damange and the accuracy of measurement of such damage. It was
anticipated that much of this information would be based on results obtained in other
industries.
However, the available information was much sparser than anticipated.
Therefore, the scope of the study was redefined at the February 18, 1994 meeting with
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the Reject Technid Committee, to f=us on the use of historical data as a source of POD
information for tanker inspection.

1.6.1

Information Gathering

The first step in this project was to obtain a clear understanding of the factors that
may affect inspection performance. The results reptied
here draw upon two prima~
sources of information: the literature and intemiews with those involved in marine
inspections.
The review of the literature included publicly available documents
describing maritime inspection and inspections in related fields. Where available, inhouse dwuments from relevant organizations were also reviewed. The literature review
provided insight into inspection pr-edures and the handling of inspection performance
in other industries. Recent work by Ayyub and White [1992] addressed many of the
same issues as the work described here and is referenced throughout this document.
Though there are some areas of overlap and some differences in the conclusions drawn,
the two studies complement each other.
Additional information was obtained from interviews with individuals currently
lntemiews were carried out with four inspectors for
involved in marine inspections.
regulatory agencies, four independent inspectors, and one classification society
inspector.
In addition, three engineers with vessel operating companies were
intewiewed.
Intemiews were conducted by telephone.
For the first few interviews,
responses were solicited to a specific list of questions. While some participants were
willing to take the time to go through the suwey, others, patiicularly those not
previously familiar with the project, were frustrated with this approach. Therefore,
for the remainder of the intewiews, a conversational approach was adopted. This let the
participant decide where to lead the intemiew and produced more detailed results. The
intemiew questions were still used as a guide to keep the conversation going. This
seemed to work well, and although all the areas were not covered with each participant,
many volunteered additional information and experiences which might have been missed
under the more structured format.
The intemiews provided an understanding of current inspection procedures and
problems in tanker ins~ction,
and of the ways in which inspections in the marine
environment differ from practices in other industries. Information was obtained on
personnel issues such as inspector background, experience, and training, and on
operational issues such as access, equipment, inspection times, problems encountered,
The interviews were also helpful in obtaining additional reference
and performance.
materials, Patiicularly
in-house documents, and in obtaining comments on possible
experimental setups.
There were, however, some limitations to the information obtained in the
intemiews. The main dmvback was that the interview dld not yield much quantitative
In most cases, patiicipants were unable or
information on inspection performance.
unwilling to assess quantitatively either their own pfonmance
or the performance of
others.
The sources of information reviewed for this project are summarized in Figure 3.
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Figure3.

1.6.2

$ources oflnformation

Methods for Evaluating Inspection Performance

The second step in this study involved the identification and evaluation of methods for
developing POD curves for tanker inspection. Four methods were considered solicitation
of experts, laboratory experiments,
benchmarked
inspection data, and in-situ
experiments. An example application of benchmarked inspection data was carried out.

1.7 CONTENTS OF REPORT
Section 2 of this repott describes the factors that affect inspection performance.
Material is drawn from the literature on marine and other industries, and from
interviews with inspectors. Section 3 presents related work on evaluation of inspection
performance in aviation, nuclear power, manufacturing, pipe welding, and marine
applications.
Section 4 summarizes the issues involved in evaluating inspection
performance. Section 5 presents the various approaches that can be used to quantify
inspection performance.
Section 6 presents conclusions and recommendations.
References are provided in Section 7. Appendix A contains a questionnaire to be used at
the time of an inspection to record information on the factors that can affect
pen%rmance. Appendix B contains the data used in the case study of the benchmarked
historical data approach. Appendix C summarizes the drydock inspection of one of the
ships examined in the mse study.
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2. FACTORS AFFECTING INSPECTION PERFORMANCE
2.1

FACTORSAFFECTINGPERFORMANCE:OVERVIEW

Each inspection represents a unique combination of vessel, personnel, and
environment.
Holzman [1992] noted that inspection performance d~nds
on the
inspector, the tank being inspected, and the method of inspection used. AyydJ and White
[1992] provide a more dettiled breakdown of factors influencing inspecti=:
vessel factors related to the design and construction of the ship,
such as the type of structural detail, the material -d,
the
structural access provided
●

defect fictors that depend on the type of defect,
corrosion, or buckling
service factors, including coatings, cleanliness of ti
type of corrosion ~stem;

i. a,

cracks,

tank, and

environmental factors, including weather, the thm allowed for
inspection, the number of inspections planned fff~ day, and the
Imation of the vesse~ and
~rsonnel

fictors, including experience and traHq.

In considering inspection performance, it is helpful to group factors according to the
extent to which they =n be modified at each stage of a vessel’s life. Taking this approach
and augmenting previous work with the results of the literature review and intewiews
carried out during this project leads to the model of inspection performance shown in
Figure 4. Inspection performance is shown as being influenced by the vessel, the
inspector, and the environment.
Vessel factors are &vided into design factors that
represent decisions made when the vessel was designed (or redesigned as part of the
repair pr~ess) and condition/maintenance factors that represent the use of the vessel.
Inspector factors are those related primarily to the inspector and the inspector’s
workload. Environmental factors are futiher divided into external factors that are to
some extent beyond the control of the parties involved in a pamicular inspection, and
procedural factors that are primarily within the control of the parties involved in the
inspection.
The factors shown in Figure 4 are those that can reasonably be expected to influence
the probabili~ of detecting flaws. It impotiant to keep in mind the difference between
factors that influence the existence of defects and factors that influence the probability
that existing defects WN be &tected during an inspection. The existence of defects may
be due to the inadequate load carrying capability of the asdesigned structure, to
misalignments introduced during fabrication, and/or to the route the vessel has tiaveled.
However, these aspects of the vessel’s history do not influence the abili~ to detect the
defects during inspection. Rather, it is the resulting characteristics of the defect (such
as ~pe, size, and location), along wkh other vessel, environmental, and personnel
factom, that determine the Iikelihmd that the defect will be detectecL Undtinding
the
way in which desig~ fabrication, and operational decisions can influence the existence of
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defects is important. However, the focus of this repoti is on the factors that determine
how likely it is that a defec~ once it exists, will be detected.
Ideally, it would be possible to define a comprehensive set of factors that are
mutually independent in their influence on inspection performance. The influence of
each factor could then be combined directly with a “baseline” performance level to yield
the probabili~ of detection for a particular situation. In reality, the extent to which one
factor, such as time available, influences performance is likely to be highly dependent
on other factors, such as the mot”wation and experience of the inspector. As as result,
the appropriate way to incorporate the affect of multiple factors may be more
complicated. The following sections discuss each of the factors in greater detail. Where
possible, a preliminary assessment of the impact of each factor on probability of
detection is provided.

A

- weather
- baon of vessel
~al
- Lighting
- ~s
- Twnwmtualiumklly
- ventilation
- Across Mew
- In-lion
MeUmi
- Irlsgecbn Smsgy
-Araablml_
- craw Suppolt
- TwAk4a&

-~TY@&~~

Figure 4. Factors that Affect Inspection Performance

2.2 VESSEL
Characteristics of the vessel affect the likelihood that defects will be detected. Vessel
characteristics can be divided into two categories design factors and condition factors.
Design factors, including structural layout, size, and coatings, are fixed at the time of
initial design or through the redesign that may accompany repair. Condition factors
reflect the changes in a vessel as it ages. llese include the cargo histo~ of the vessel,
and characteristics of individual defects such as the type of defect, its size, and its
Iwation.

2.2.1

Design

Design factors infiuence the probability of detection in several ways. The structural
layout and size of the vessel help determine how easy or difficult it will be for an
inspector to gain access to all portions of the stwcture, and how effective effotis to clean
the tank will be. The existence, type, and condition of coatings also affect the likelihood
that a defect will be detected.
The configuration of structural details can have a
significant impact on the likelihood that defects w“llbe detected.
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The choice of structural material (as opposed to coating material) has been
mentioned as a design factor influencing inspection performance [Ayyub and White
1992].
At present, choice of material for tankers is limited to mild and high strength
steel; several grades of each are used. The choice of material and the way in which the
material is used to carry loads within the structure can have a major impact on whether
or not defects will occur over the lifetime of the structure. However, the different types
and grade of steel do- not at present, appear to have a major influence on the probability
that a pafiicular defect, once it exists, will be detected.
There may be an indirect
influence (for example, a different trend in the location of fatigue fractures), but this
would be captured by the “defect” factors described in Section Z 2.2.2.
Therefore,
“material” is not included as a factor in the model presented in Figure 4.

2*2*1.1

Stmctural

Layout

The major impact of structural layout on the probability of detection is in its
influence on access. The existence of ladders, catwalks, and bulkhead openings large
enough to allw easy pas~ge by an inspector can improve acce= to various regions of the
tank, allowing an inspector a close-up view of the structure and increasing the
likelihood that defects will be found. A summary of design modifications that can
improve access is provided in [Holzman 1992].
The structural layout and details also influence the extent to which residue
accumulates in the areas where defects are likely to form, and the ease with which these
and other areas can be cleaned prior to an inspection.
The structural layout of double hull tankers is quite different from that of single hull
vessel. Access to the between hull region should be physically easier than access in a
single hull vessel (or in the cargo pomion of the double hull vessel). However; this will
be offset to some degree by the greatly increased difficulty of providing adequate
ventilation.
At present it not possible to say how POD for a double hull tanker will
compare with POD for a single hull vessel.

Prelimhwy
Assessment:
Other factors being equa~ POD will be
higher in vessels whose structure facilitates access. Other factors being
equal, POD will be higher in vessels whose design allow for easy cleaning
of critical details.
2.2.1.2

Size

Inspections are generally carried out under some son of time constraint, whether
explicit (the inspector must move on to another vessel) or implicit (the cost of keeping
the vessel out of service). Therefore, the size of the vessel has an impact on the percent
of the vessel that can be subjected to a close-up inspection. An estimate by U.S. Coast
Guard field personnel of the percent internal structures inspected on various size
vessels is shown in Figure 5. It is reasonable to expect that, as the percent of a vessel
inspected decreases, the probabili~ of detection also decreases.

Other factors being equal, POD for a
Prelimlna~
Assessment:
larger vessel will be lower than POD for a smaller vessel of similar
&sign.
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Figure 5. Percentage Inspected of a Vessel Based on Size (after [Bell 1989])

2.2.1.3

Coatings

Ayyub and White note that the existence and type of coating may have a major impact
on inspection performance
“There will be a lot of difference in the inspector’s ability to detect
failures in a coated fresh water tank than in an uncoated crude oil tank.”
“Coal-tar epoxy coatings are usually quite thick and provide an irregular
surface. This makes visual detection of cracks very difficult.
On the
other hand, some coqdymer coatings are very light in color, and cracks
show up as lines of running rust, making them very easy to spot.” [Ayyub
and White 1992].
Williams and Sharpe also find coatings to have a mixed impact on inspection
performance:
“Coatings for tanks vaty widely and can either assist an inspector or can
hide problems. In the best situation the coatings are light and allow the
cargo to runoff well when the tank is washed. Often a crack can stand out
quite well with this type of coating as heat causes the oil to slowly seep
out of the cracks in the coating well after cleaning. In other cases the
coatings may not harden, leaving a coating which flows or stretches over
cracks and prevents them from being seen.”
[Williams and Sharpe
1995].
The impact of coating on inspection performance was also noted by many of
Inspectors felt that coatings could mask
inspectors intemiewed for this report.
fractures in the structure, that the scaling and corrosion that accompany coating
breakdown could hide crock darnage, and that epoxy coatings in ballast tanks can make
undewy
inspections more difficult due to slipperiness. On the whole, coatings appear
to have a mixed impact on probabili~ of detection.
Other factom bing equal, FUD for a vessel
Preliminary Assessment:
with a light colored coating that is well applied will be higher than POD
for a vessel w“thdark cdwed cmting or with po?fy applied coating. It is
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not clear whether WD for an uncoated vessel will be would higher or
lower than iWD fw vessel w’th a light colored cmting.

2.2.1.4

Structural

Details

The design of structural details influences the probability that a defect will be
detected. ~tiildesign
help determi~the
likely l~ations attiich
adefectwillmcur,
and how visible these I-ations will be to an inspector. Visibility is influenced directly
by the detail design, and indirectly by the extent to which a design promotes cleanliness.
A defect that is easily visible to an inspector scanning the area with a flashlight is more
likely to be detected than one that can only be seen by Imking behind a part of the
structure. A structural detail in which the likely defect locations are easily visible will
lead to a higher probability of detection than one in which a defect is Iikley to occur
behind a flange or in an otherwise obstructed Imation.
With res~ct to cleanliness,
probability of detection will be lower for a detail whose configuration allows silt (in the
case of a ballast tank) or crude residue (in the case of a cargo tank) to collect over Iikley
failure areas.

Prelimina~
Assessment:
Other factors being equal, POD will be
greater for structural details in which the likely defect iocations do not
accumulate w-k or residue and are readily visibie to an inpsector.

2.2.2

Condition/Maintenance

Condition or Maintenance factors reflect the changes in the vessel as it ages. The age
of the vessel itself affects the Iikelihmd that a defect will be detecte@ on an older vessel,
problem areas are better known. Additional condition and maintenance factors include
the cargo history of the vessel and characteristics of defects such as the type of defect
(crack, corrosion, buckling), and its size, age, and location. Ayyub and White also
include corrosion protection
among semice factors, their category closest to
condition/maintenance.
However, aside from coatings, the effect of which is described
above, corrosion prevention ~stems do not appear to have a significant impact on the
probabili~ that a defect, once it exists, will be detected during inspection.
2.2.2.1

Age

Prior knowledge of defect areas on a patiicular vessel or class can influence the
probability of detection.
On an older ship, “trouble ares” may well be known from
previous inspections or from inspections of sister ships. An inspector will focus
attention on these areas, and therefore be more likely to find any defects that exist. On
the other hand, in an older ship that inspectors feel they know well, a defect in an
unanticipated location may be overlmked.
Futihermore, as a ship ages and undergoes
more loading qcles, fatigue cracks will become more common. With more defects in a
wider variety of locations, the chances that an individual defect will be detected may
decrease.
The impact of the age of a ship on POD is
Reliminary
Assessment:
not ciear. Increased knowiedge of problem areas, which wvuid iead to a
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higlwr iWD for an older ship, maybe offset by an increase in the number
and different location of defects.
2.2.2.2

Cargo

The ease with tirch defects are detected will depend in part on the cargo that a tank
has carried. Ayyub and White state that “Fresh water tanks are often the easiest to inspect because of the
cleanliness of the water and tank ....Ballast tanks.. are easier to inspect
bemuse of their relative cleanliness. Crude oil tanks are often difficult to
inspect because, even with thorough washing, residue builds up in exactly
the Io=tions which need inspection.” [Ayyub and White 1992].
The affect of cargo on POD is closely related to the quality of cleaning. Again, it is
imptiant
to call attention to the difference between the incidence of a defect and the
Iikelihmd of detecting that defect. With equivalent protection ~stems, a ballast tank
may be more prone to corrosion than a cargo tank. However, because the ballast tank is
likely to be cleaner, the probability of detecting a particular defect may be higher for
the ballast tank as well.

Preliminary
Assessment:
Other factors being equal, POD for a
ballast tank will be higher than FOD for a cargo tank.

2.2.2.3

Defects

Characteristics of defects themselves have a major impact on probability of
detection.
In fact, POD is typically expressed as a function of a defect characteristic,
most often crack length. Relevant defect characteristics include the type of defect, its
size, its age, its location, and the number of existing defects.
Defects are generally classified in three categories

cracks, corrosion, and buckling.

k seems reasonable to expect that the probability of detecting each type of defect will be

different. Different inspection practices may be better at detecting different types of
defects [Ayyub and White 1992]. Because cracks and buckling result from the loading of
a structure, a priori knowledge of the critical areas may make the POD somewhat higher
for these defects as compared with corrosion. However, no documentation of this effect
was found.
The size of a defect cJeady has an impact on PO~ the larger the defect (by almost
any measure), the more likely it is to be detected. Based m the interviews carried out
as part of this study, inspectors feel that the lower length limit for reliable detection of
fmctures is two to three inches.
The length of time a defect has existed will also affect the probability of detection. In
intewiew, inspectors rmted that one of the reasons longer cracks are easier to detect is
that there has been sufficient time for the crack to open up and mst to develop.
The I=ation of a defect undoubtedly has a major impact on the likelihood that it will
be detected, and for two reasons. First, there are some locations in the tank that are
difkult to inspect The underdeck area is an example. Other things being equal, defects
in these areas will be harder to detec~ and therefore detected less often, than defects in
other areas. Second, there is the “critical area” effect
Experienced inspectors know
which patis of a structure have a history of problems, and are likely to focus their
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attention on these areas. This tendency is supported by the existence of requirements
such as the Critical Area Inspection Plan (CAIP) for TAPS tankers. it certainly makes
sense to fww attention M known problem areas. However, this may mean that defects in
“non~ritical” or “newly-critical” areas are less likely to be found.
The number of defects may also affect the probability that a particular defect will be
found. A vessel in-which an unexpectedly high number of defects will be found will
probably receive an extended inspection, increasing the likelihood that any single defect
will be found. Furthermore, if several defects exist in the same area, the chance that
each will be detected may be improved. An inspector cawinq out a visual overview of
tlw tank need only notice ~e of the defects, and approach the a& for a closer look.
doing so, the chances of the other defects being noticed maybe greatly increased.

Pre\imina~

Assessment:
Other factors being equal, POD for larger
defects will be greater than ~D for smaller defects. Other factors being
equal, POD for older defects will be greater than POD for more recent
defects. Other factors being equal, POD for defects in difficult-to-access
areas will be lower than KID for other defects. C)ther facto= being equal,
POD for defects in ctitical areas will be greater than IWD for defects in
other areas. Other factors being equal, POD will be greater where a
greater number of defects exist.

2.3 INSPECTOR
The person carrying out an inspection can greatly influence its outcome. In other
industries, for examde, aviation, ~ersonnel fa~tors have been found to be the most
significant
source - of variation
in inspection
performance
[Spencer
1993].
Performance varies not only from inspector to inspector, but also from inspection to
inspection with the same inspectoi based on mental and physical condition. Factors
associated with the inspector include overall experience, experience with a particular
vessel training, fatigue, and motivation.

2.3.1

Overall Experience

Time and time again, experience is mentioned as a critical factor in inspection
performance. Ayyub and White state that it is the most important of their personnel
factors [Ayyub and White 1992].
One inspector intewiewed as part of this study felt
that it takes two years of experience to become qualified to do inspections. Ayyub and
White sound a note of caution, howevec
“[experience]
can be a tw-edged
sword.
Often a new, relatively
inexperienced
inspector will perform a more detailed and careful
ins~ction precisely because he or she has no preconceived notions about
where the most likely damage will be Iwated .... An experienced inspector
may go into an inspection with the knowledge gained from previous
inspections of similar circumstances and be able to head directly to one
source of structural damage... [but] may completely miss a type or source
of damage which is different from previous cases.” [Ayyub and White
1992].
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The impact of experience is increased by the wide variation in background of
inspectors. Williams and Sharpe note that “the requirements.., vary widely depending on
who they work for and who is requiring the inspection” [Williams and Sharm 1995].

Preliminary
Assessment:
Other factors being equal, POD will be
greater with a more experienced inspector than with a less experienced
ins~ctor.
-

2.3.2

Experience with Vessel

Several, of the inspectors interviewed for this study mentioned that not only is
inspection experience impo~ant, but that experience with the same vessel or same class
of vessel can greatly influence the Iikelihmd of finding a defect. lhis was attributed both
to knowing how to get around the structure with ease and to knowing where the trouble
spots are Iwated. One inspector commented that knowing the history of the vessel and
patterns of deterioration
in details was extremely important, and felt that the
probability detection for an inspector who was “just wandering around” would be near
zero.

Preliminary

Assessment:
Other factors being equal, POD will be
increased if the inspector has experience on vessels of the same class.
POD will be increased further still if the inspector has previous
expen”ence with the vessel being inspected.

2.3.3

Training

Training also has an impact on performance, though perhaps to a lesser degree than
experience.
Ayyub and White note that both initial training and periodic refresher
training can reduce the variation in inspection performance [Ayyub and White 1992].
In other inspection applications, classroom training beyond a minimum level has
been shown to have little effect on demonstrated proficiency in the field [Rummel
1989]. Fufihermore, to be effective, training must be ongoing and extend through the
entire career of the inspector. For example, one aircraft operator has five percent of
the inspector force in formal training at all times [Shepherd 1989].

.Preliminary
Assessment:
Other factors being equal, POD will be
greater when an inspector has undergone initial training and periodic
refresher tmining.

2.3.4

Fatigue

Inspection of tanker structures is a physically demanding job. Holzman notes that
“the physical nature of the ins~ctor’s job currently requires it to.be a younger person’s
profession” [Holzman 1992].
In an interview, one inspector noted that the physical
demands of inspection are such that there are few people with more than 10 years of
experience. Williams and Sharpe note that “Fat”@ue is an omnipresent considemtion”
[Williams and Sharpe 1993].
Although no studies have been carried out to show the
relationship between an inspector’s degree of fatigue and the quality of inspection, it
seems reasonable to a=ume that inspectors who are fatigued will have a lower level of
performance, all other factors being equal. The degree of fatigue is influenced by the
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inspector’s physical condition, by the number of hours worked just
inspection, and by other physical and emotional demands.

prior to an

Pfelimlna~
Assessment:
Other factors being equal, POD will be
lower when an inspector is fatigued.

2.3.5

Motivation

Motivation affects the performance of nearly every task.
Based on common
experience, it seems reasonable to assume that motivation is patiicularly important
when working conditions are difficult or when a task becomes monotonous. To some
extent, tank ins~ction encompasses both of these cases; the inspection environment is
harsh, and, at least in many vessels, there are few defects found. However, the effect of
motivation on inspection performance is difficult to assess, in large part because
motivation itself is difficult to assess.
A suwey by the Coast Guard of its ins~ctom emphasized the effect of human factors,
including motivation, on inspection performance [Bell 1989]. Based on field comments,
inspection ~rsonnel were found to be suffering from overload. Many of the Coast Guard
inspectors were working up to seventy hours a week in a hard, dirty tiring job. In pan
because of the workload, it was diticult to maintain the high motivation needed to stay in
the inspection program; many of the young Coast Guard inspectors just wanted to get
away from the inspection program [Bell 1989]. Even though these inspectors may have
tried to do a good job on each inspection, one cannot help but suspect that their
performance was prer
than it could have been under different circumstances,

Preliminary

Assessment:
Other factors being equal, POD will be
lower when an inspector’s motivation is lower. The level of motivation
may be difficutt or impossible to measure.

2,4

ENVIRONMENT

The environment in which the inspection is carried out has a major influence on
performance. In the model of inspection performance shown in Figure 4, an attempt has
been made to distinguish between environmental factors that cannot be modified by
inspection procedures and those that can be (or perhaps could be with appropriate
technology).
The former are referred to as external factors; the latter as prmedural
factors.
While the appropriate category for a particular factor is often obvious, for
some factors the distinction is not clear-cut. An extreme example is the classification of
weather vs. that of temperature. Weather is included as an external factor because the
weather at a particular time and place cannot be controlled by those planning the
inspection. The weather can, however, be predicted (at least to some extent), and
anticipated weattwr codtions could (and should) be taken into account when scheduling
inspections. Nonetheless, weather is included as an external factor. Temperature is to
large extent a function of the weather. However, temperature is included as a procedural
factor because steps could be taken during the inspection to change the temperature in
the tank (for example, by blowing ccml air into the tank) or to minimize the impact of
in-tank temperature on the inspector (for example, by providing the inspector with
appropriately insulated clothing).
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2.4.1

External

External factors are those aspects of the inspection environment that are to a large
degree outside of thecontrol ofthose planning the inspection. External factors include
weather and the Iwation of the vessel, that is, whether the inspection is performed while
undemay, while in port, or vhle in drydock
2.4.1.1

Weather

Weather cond~ions can affect inspection performance.

Ayyub and White note that

“Hot, humid weather affects the inspectors by reducing the amount of time
they can spend in a tank, or by making them so uncomfo~ble
that they
might bury through the inspection. The humidity can make climbing
tank walls dangerous because of moisture accumulation. Exceptionally
cold weather is no better. Again it can affect the inspector’s desire to
spend the time needed to make a very thorough inspection.” [Ayyub and
White 1992]
A tank ambient temperature of 35 degree Celsius with 95% relative humidity can
restrict the effective working time for an inspection to as little as fifteen minutes per
hour [Exxon 1982].
Heavy seas can degrade inspection performance to a greater or lesser extent
depending on the location of the vessel during the inspection.
Heavy seas make
inspections while underway difficult or impossible. Seas that cause roll of five degrees
or more preclude safe inspection by rafting. However, the conditions that lead to high
seas would not affect an inspection that is carried out in d~dock.

Preliminary
Assessment:
Other factors being equal, POD will be
higher when weather conditions are moderate. This effect W be more
pronounced for inspections done undenvay or at poti (as opposed to
inspections carried out in drydock).
2.4.1.2

Lmation

of Vessel

Inspections can be carried out in drydock, at dockside, while moored, or while
underway. There is nearly universal concurrence that inspections performed in d~dock
result in the detection of a greater percentage of defects than inspections ~tiorrned in
other locations. Inspections performed underway are generally considered to result in
the detecth
of fewer defects than inspections performed in other locations.
Inspections performed at sea present a more physically challenging environment to
the inspctor.
The nmtion of the ship and ~lp~riness of the surface (epxy coatings in
ballast tankq oil in cargo tanks) are one reason for increased difficul~.
Pmrer levels
of cieanhess (sitty mud in ballast tanks and crude oil in cargo tanks) and lighting add to
the difficulty. Despite these problems, inspectors intewiewed felt it was pssible while
undemay to detect 85-90% of the fractures which would be found in a shipyard
inspection.
The probabilii of detecting damage is increased in a shi~rd due to better access, to
better lighting, and to the tanks being dry. There is a diversi~ of opinion as to how
many defects would be missed even in a slipyard inspection. One inspector estimated
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that restricted access, the inherent limitations of tank size, and the limited staging used
only for repaim resulted in as few as 50-60% of cracks being detected. Others feel that
the ~rcent detected is much higher in the shipyard.

Preliminary
Assessment:
Other factors being equal, POD will be
lowest for inspections done while underway, higher for inspections
carried out while moored or at dockside, and highest for inspections
carn2d out h dtydock.

2.4.2

Procedural

Prmedural factors are those which are to a large extent under the control of those
planning the inspection. Procedural factors reflect the condition of the tank during
inspection (lighting, cleanliness, temperature,
ventilation),
the way in which the
inspection is conducted (access method, inspection method, inspection strategy, area
inspected, crew support, time available), and the overall specifications for the
inspection (inspection type and objectives)
2.4.2.1

Lighting

Lighting has as significant impact on the quality of visual inspections.
typically available in a tank has been described as

The lighting

“a feast or famine situation, with some bright lights in a few locations and
shadows over much of the area. In general, the lighting in a tank does
little good other than assisting the inspector in finding his way through
and over the structure framing; the failures must be found with a
flashlight.” [Williams and Sharpe 1992].
Inspectors intemiewed as part of this study and for other studies [Holzman 1992,
Goodwin and McClave 1993] consistently mention lighting as a critical issue in
inspections.
Current work by the U.S. Coast Guard investigates improvements in
inspection lighting [Allen 1993].
Preliminary
Assessment:
Other factors being equal, POD will be
higher when better lighting is available to inspectom
2.4.2.2

Cleanliness

Like lighting, cleanliness of the tank was mentioned by nearly evety inspector as
critical to the quality of inspection. Tank structures undergoing drydock inspections
typically receive the most thorough cleaning. Cleaning is important to enable defects to
be seen. Cleaning is also important for reasons of safety: residue can be slippery, and
access for extended periods requires thorough removal of residual oils or mud and
maintenance of a gas-free environment
Williams and Sharpe note that
“~]he degree
leaves a layer
cracks on the
either require

of cleanliness is highly variable. Sometimes the cleaning
of sludge on the bottom of the tanks that makes finding
In those cases the inspector can
bottom very difficult.
the tank to be cleaned futiher, causing delays, or do the
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best he or she can with the given conditions.”
1995].

[Williams and Sharpe

In general, inspection will be easier and defects more readily found in a clean tank
Howev=r, one”ins@ctor intewiewed noted that cleaning can remove the rust marks that
help draw attention to a defect.

Other factors being equal, POD will be
Assessment:
higher when the tank is thoroughly cleaned. An exception maybe if telltak mst streaks are cleaned away.

Preliminary

2.4.2.3

Temperature/Humidity

Weather conditions and inadequate ventilation can lead to extreme temperatures in
the tank- As noted above, an in-tank ambient temperature of 35 degree Celsius with
95% relative humidity can restrict the effective working time for an inspection to as
little as fifteen minutes per hour [Exxon 1982].
Even under less harsh conditions,
temperatures outside the optimal comfort range can accelerate ins~ctor fatigue.
Other industries have attempted to quantify the impact of temperature and humidi~
on pen%rmance. For example, Figure 6 shows the effect on productivi~ for a variety of
Tank inspection presents greater physical demands than
construction
tasks.
bricklaying, and would therefore be expected to be even more sensitive to extremes of
temperature and humidity. While there is not necessarily a direct relationship between
the productivity of a construction task and the probability that an inspector will detect a
defect, extremes of temperature and humidi~ clearly have the potential to negatively
impact POD.
I
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Figure 6. Effect of Temperature and Humidi~ on Productivii
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[Ogelsby et al. 1989]

Other fktors being equal, POD will be
Prelimina~
Assessment:
lower dwn the tank is at extreme levels of temperature or humidity.
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2.4.2.4

Ventllatfon

Proper ventilation of the tank is essential for inspector safely, to ensure that there
is adequate oxygen and no hazard of explosion [Williams and Sha~
1992].
Half-mask
filter respirators are required when benzene levels are not reduced to an acceptable
level [Holzman 1992]. The forced air flow necessary to create adequate ventilation can
result in noise levels in excess of 85 dB, requiring the use of ear plugs [Holzman
1992].
Although ventilation was not mentioned by the inspectors intemiewed, it is
reasonable to expect it may have an influence on performance, both directly and
indirectly through the resulting requirements for respirators and ear plugs.

Prelimina~

Assessment:

Other factors being equa~ POD will be

lower when the tank is not well ventilated
excessive n~”se levels.

2.4.2.5

or when ventilation results in

Access method

Access is a critical factor in the probability of detection; it is difficult to detect a
flaw of modest size from afar. Based orI a varie~ of sources, most common means of
access are wlking the bottom, tempora~ staging, rafting, and climbing. Access can also
be accomplished through suspended platfomw, permanent staging, mountaineering-like
cable arrangements, remotely operated devices, divers, or other means. Each of these
methods has benefits and drawbackq the “best” method is the one which allows closest
access given the constraints on time, cost, and safety. Figure 7, from [Holzman 1992],
summarized the advantages and disadvantages of various access methods.
The primary access method used by U.S. Coast Guard inspectors is bottom walking
(90%), with limited use of staging (8%) and rafting (2%) [Goodwin and McClave
1993].
Commercial and class society inspectors make much greater use of staging,
rafting, and alternative methods.
The effect of access on probability of detection was summed up by one of the
inspectors intemiewed for this study as “the closer the better”. There is an obvious
interaction between the method of acce~ and the Iwation of the defect in their impact on
probability of detection.

Preliminary
higher hen

2.4.2.6

Assessment:

Other factors being equal, POD will be

there is better access to the tank structure.

Inspection Method

Currently, visual inspection followed by ultrasonic gauging is the predominant
means of tanker inspection. Other approaches, such as the use of video cameras, ROVS,
classical NDT methods, intired thmnography, vibration testing, and acoustic emissions
have been proposed and in some cases used on an experimental basis [Holzman 1992,
Godwin and McClave 1993, Allen 1993].
In one recent unpublished study carried out
by an owner organization, the results of a visual inspection carried out while rafting
were compared with the results of a magnetic particle inspection of particular
structural details cmied out in drydock. Conversations with those involved indicated
that the visual inspection while undenwy found roughly 60% of the defects detected in
the @dock ins~ction and also several defects that were not detected in dtydock.
Although it is reasonable to expect that other methods will yield PODS different from the
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POD currently provided by visual inspection, the impact of these experimental methods
is not yet kn~n.
Therefore, no preliminary assessment is provided. -
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2.4.2.7
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Access Methods Summary [Holzman 1992]

Inspection Strategy

Inspection strategy refers to the extent to which the inspection is guided by previous
information about problem areas. Experienced inspectom report that their inspections
are guided by experience with similar vessels and knowledge of previously existing
problem areas. Essentially, the strategy used is look where you expect there to be
~lems
The CritiIA Area Inspection Plan (CAIP) promotes this inspection stmtegy.
As noted in Section 2.2.2.2

above, the look where you expect there to Lw problems

strategy can be beneficial, but can also mean that unanticipated defects are less likely to

be detected. An alternative would be to apply equal attention to all regions of a tank.
With current inspection techniques and resource constraints, this approach does not
seem as fruitful. If more were known about critical areas and the growth of defects, and
if improved technologies allowed selected areas of a structure to be monitored
automatically, a third approach might be possible: monitor critics/ areas, but inspct all
areas.
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At present, the inspector’s experience and the existence of a CAIP are the only
available indicatom of ins~ction strategy. The effect of inspector’s experience on POD
is discussed in Section 2.3.1. No reliable information exists on the impact of a CAIP on
POD. Therefore, no preliminary assessment is provided.

2.4.2.8

Area to be .lnspected

The probabili~ that a defect will be found maybe different in different ~tiions of a
vessel. For example, it is generally accepted that one of the most difficult areas to
inspect is the underdeck away from the bulkheads. The “area to be inspected” factor is
closely related to other environmental factors (including access method, inspection type,
inspection method, and inspection strategy) and to vessel factors (including structural
layout and defect location).

Preliminary

Assessment:
areas.

Other factors being equah WD

will be

lower h hard to ikpect

2.4.2.9

Crew Support

Support from the crew of the vessel is essential in an inspection. The crew is
responsible for overall safety, for maintaining vessel operations compatible with
Depending orI the type of
inspection, for cleaning the tank, and for ventilation.
inspection, the crew may also provide lighting and the means of access. A supponive
crew should have a pitive
impact on POD.

Preiimina~

Assessment:
Other factors being equal, POD will be
higher when the vessel’s crew prcwides good inspection suppofi

2.4.2.10

Time Available

A recent suwey of U.S. Coast Guard inspectors found that the time available for
inspection was considered by inspectors to have a major impact on performance:
“As a general rule, inspectors felt that more time, mther than better
equipment, would result in the greatest improvement in inspection
effectiveness...” [Gmdwin and McClave 1993].
Ayyub and White note that
“[t]he amount of time planned for the inspection and the number of
inspections planed for a specific day can dramatically affect the results of
the inspection. Current practice is to allow the ins~ctors to determine
the amount of time needed for any given inspection, but often they are
forced into limiting the time due to scheduling of the number of inspections
in a given time perid.”
[Ayyub and White 1992].
Inspectors intewiewed for this study noted that in inspections done by regulatory
bodies such as the U.S. Coast Guard, the ins~ctor has the ability to hold a ship if the
scheduled time does not allow for an adequate inspection. However, this is rarefy done.
Overall, inspectors felt that, while the time available would affect performance, current
practice pr’ovided sufficient time in most cases. When time is limited, the attitude was
“do the best you can”.
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Preliminary
higher hen

2.4.2.11

Assessment:
Other factors being equal, POD will be
there is more time available for inspection.

Inspection Type and Objectives

Classification societies, regulato~
agencies such as the U.S. Coast Guard, and
owner/operators
each carry out tanker inspections with their own inspectors.
Classification =ieties
require an overall survey of the condition of the tank’s structure
at specified intewals (with close-up surveys of any problem areas and of selected
details) and periodic close-up suweys of typical pottions of the structure. The U.S.
Coast Guard conducts periodic structural surveys. Owner/operators often carty out
additional inspections to ensure safety and cost effective maintenance.
Because the objectives of each organization’s inspection are different, the prmedures
required are different, and the inspectors themselves are different, it is reasonable to
expect that different defects may be detected during each type of inspection, and that POD
will be different for different types of inspection.
For example, prior to scheduled
repair in the shipyard, an owner/operator
may conduct an underway inspection to
determine the approximate scope of repair work so that budget and schedule can be
planned. This soti of inspection would be considered successful if areas needing repair
were identified. It is not necessary in this type of inspection to detect evety defect the
tanks will be reinspected in the shipyard under better conditions.
No investigation of the extent or direction of these differences was found in the
literature or through intewiews, so no preliminary assessment of the influence on POD
is made at this time.

2.5 SUMMARY
The sections above address the wide variety of factors that may influence the
probability of finding defects during the inspection of a tanker.
The available
information on POD is qualitative at best. However, over’ time data may be gathered that
will allow the impact of at least some of these factors to be evaluated more precisely.
The focus should be on the factors that have the greatest impact on POD. The next section
of this re~rt describes related work on POD in other industries. Section 4 describes
several procedures for obtaining data that could lead to the derivation of more accurate
representations of POD.
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3. INSPECTION PERFORMANCEIN OTHER INDUSTRIES
This section summarizes a review of inspection performance in the aviation, nuclear
~wer, manufacturing, and off-shore structures industries. The review was carried out
to determine (1) whether factors in addition to those described in Section 2 have been
found to have an impact on probability of detection; (2) what prmedures have been used
to develop probabili~ of detection information and POD cutves; and (3) whether POD
information in other industries could be applied to tanker inspection.

3.1 AVIATION
The high visibility and potentially high cost in human life associated with aviation
accidents has motivated the development of thorough inspection procedures for aircraft
structures.
Methods of inspection currently employed by inspectors in this industry
include eddy current testing, ultrasonic testing, fluorescent penetrant testing and
rad”mgraphictesting. The aviation industry has a relatively long history of assessing the
reliability of nondestructive inspection processes.
Early work comparing different methods of non-destructive evaluation (NDE) was
carried out by Packman. Figure 8 shows a comparison of the reliability index for four
NDE methods when used to detect flaws in steel cylinders. Although there is general
increase in reliability as the size of the flaw increases, large variations are evident,
kth within and between methods.
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Figure 8. Comparison of Four NDE Methods Used on Steel Cylinders
(source [Packman 1968] reported in [ASME 1991 ])
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One interesting aspect of aircraft reliability is the intrmktion
of a usage factor that
reflects the conditions under which the aircraft has flown. The usage factor is combined
with flight ~rs
to allow comparisons between aircraft that have been subjected to
different conditions.
Similar factors, reflecting the harshness of semice, could be
applied to tankers.
Early attempts - at quantifying
inspection performance were included in the
development of the &1 aircraft, and are described in [Rummel 1989].
The pr=edure
consisted of ( 1) the identification
of critical structural components,
(2) the
identification of high stress areas of those components, (3) the identification of the
largest size defect that could exist without growing to critical length in twice the design
life. A controlled test was then carried out to determine the frequency with which
insptom
cwld detect such a defect. It was found was that the inspction pr~eses were
not sufficient to detect the defect defined in step 3. The inspection prwesses were
improved, and the test became part of the qualification requirements for the inspector
[Rummel 1989].
Subsequent work in aviation inspection involved controlled tests in which a series of
specimens were constructed with desired defects, and then inspected by a number of
inspectom to determine the Iikelihmd that a particular defect would be detected. Factors
other than length were observed to affect this likelihood; for a given crack length, the
fraction of times a defect was detected varied from defect to defect [Berens 1989].
In support of a software development effort designed to simulate structural defects,
failures, and inspections, probability of detection curves for four types of inspections
were derived from eleven years of inspection data covering an equivalent of over 1400
jet aircraft [Dinkeloo 1978].
Probability of detection cuwes were developed for, in
order of increasing rigor of inspection, pre-flight inspection, service inspection, phase
inspection, and overhaul inspection. These are shown schematically in Figure 9. Each
cuwe was developed by comparing the number of defects that were found at a particular
inspection level on aircraft in service with the number of defects that should have been
found based on the results of the next more stringent inspection level.
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Figure 9. Probability of Detecting Cracks in Aircraft, after [Dinkeloo 1978].
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First is the idea of developing
Two aspects of the Dinkeloo study are of interest.
probability of detection curves from successive inspections.
Section 5.3.4 describes a
similar effoti
in which the probability of detection
for tanker inspections conducted
underway is investigated
by comparing the results of the underway inspection with
Second is the vast quantity of data used to
results of a subsequent drydock inspection.
develop the curves: all mechanical reliability reports and all service difficulty reports
submitted to the FAA from 1963 to 1973, data equivalent to 45,791,114
flight hours.
[Dinkeloo 1978].
In another experiment considered by the Federal Aviation Administration,
a retired
commercial aircraft was to have been used to better understand the probability of
The experiment would have used the entire aircraft to better
detection
[FAA 1988].
understand problems of inspection associated with various sections of the aircrafi, and
compared multiple inspectors to examine human factors issues. Due in part to the fact
that any results could only have been considered “one point” in understanding
the
inspection probkm, with limited engineering value, the test was never carried out.
In summary, most of the POD work in aviation has been based on controlled tests of
However, one study developed POD
specimens with preconstructed flaw characteristics.
cuwes by comparing subsequently more rigorous inspections over a large body of data.
Another study, based on multiple inspections of an out of service aircraft, was never
carried out, in pan due to concerns over the limited ability to extrapolate results from
the single craft that was to have been used.

3.2 NUCLEARPOWER
The high consequences of structural failure have prompted extensive use of nonIn the operation
of power plants,
destructive
evaluation
in the nuclear industry.
inspection information is shared among utilities through channels such as the Edison
In one recent
Electric Institute
or the Electric Power Research Institute
(EPRI).
project sponsored by EPRI and the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, a series of
controlled
tests were carried out to quantify the difference
in detection
rates for
different length cracks and to gain insight into the human factors issues involved in
inspection [Taylor 1989].
Samples were prepared with known flaws and presented to
Each technician was observed during the
technicians for inspection using ultrasound.
inspection process, and asked questions about the decision made during the process. In
addition, each technician completed an interview and a questionnaire relevant to human
factors issues. The intemiew focused on good or bad inspection experiences.
Similarly,
the questionnaire
asked about inspector’s
experience
and background,
inspection
and factors
in the work environment
which effect
equipment
and procedures,
~rfon-narwe ~aylor 1989].
For the test samples used, no difference in detection rate was obsemed between the
two sizes of cracks considered, those longer than 3 inches and those sho~er than 2
inches.
However, a wide variation in performance was obsemed between the “best”
Figure 10 shows this variation as a plot of POD
inspectors and the “worst” inspectors.
vs. false call probability (the probability that a defect was reported when there was in
fact no defect).
Ideal performance would be a POD of 1.0 and a false call probability of
0.0.
In addition to the wide variation in petiormance, the Taylor study found that the
majority of inspectors were not able to perform at levels deemed acceptable by industry
standards.
The human factors study found that no single factor could explain the wide
variation in obsewed performance ~ayior 1989].
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The combined effect of defect size and detection method used to detect cracks in
reactor messure vessels is shown in Fiaure 11. The substantial differences between the
best and the worst methods are appar~nt for the entire range of defect sizes.
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Figure 11. Probability of Detection vs. Defect Size for Different Procedures
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3.3 MANUFACTURING
Probabilityof detection is frequently of interest in manufacturing industries, where
a minimum level of performance is sometimes used to qualify inspectors. Probability of
detection cu~es are generated using test samples and recording the results of the
inspectors under controlled conditions and procedures [Rummel 1989].
However, the
conditions under which inspections are carried out and the flaw sizes of interest are
generally quite different from those in tanker inspection.

3,4 OFFSHORESTRUCTURES
Most closely related to tanker inspections are inspections of other marine
structures. The paragraphs that follow describe two studies of marine inspections a
review of the mobile offshore drilling unit (MODU) inspections, and a controlled study
of the nondestructive evaluation of offshore platform sections. An unpublished study by
a tanker owner/operator is also described.
A summa~ of the results of one owner’s inspection of MODUS in the mid-1980s is
provided in [Cole 1987].
From 20 to 300 cracks per drill rig were found. Cracks were
found in MODUS that had seen severe semice, those that had seen mild service, and in
new rigs that had not yet seen semice.
“Twenty percent of the cracks at major
connections were longer than 4 inches.” [Cole 1987].
More insight into this situation can be found in the report of an industry study group
[API 1986]. Fir~, it is noted that “it has not been established whether the cracks found
during these inspections have a negative impact on the structural integrity of the
vessels” [APl 1986].
Of more significance for the work described in this repon is the
comparison of owner/opeiator
inspections with classification society inspections. The
task force concluded that “Classification Societies are either not detecting, failing to
document, and/or accepting a number of cracks in a substantial number of rigs” [API
1986].
For those particular structures at that particular time, a significantly different
probability of detection existed for owner/operator inspections than for Classification
Societies inspections.
More recent work of interest has been carried out at the Underwater NDE Centre in
the United Kingdom, a combined venture of University College London, City University,
arxi indu~
and government sponsors. The center has developd a sophisticated testbed
for an ongoing evaluation of performance in underwater inspections of offshore
structures. A variety of structural nde configurations are fabricated with a variety of
defects intentionally included. Thorough inspection out of the water is used to determine
the characteristb of each defect. Selected nodes are then combined to defitw a library of
cracks for a particular test. The results of one such test, comparing four different no~
destructive evaluation methods, are presented in [Rudlin 1992].
Although the effect of the inspector was deliberately removed from this experiment,
the experiments are of interest for several reasons. First, they represent an attempt to
duplicate, for poRions of a large structure, field conditions in a controlled setting with
known defects. The conditions are not identical to the conditions facing an inspector
woddng orI an offshore structure, but are as similar as ~ssible in a lab setting. Second,
the results presented in [Rudlin 1992] show that the choice of inspection method can
have a noticeable effect on probability of detection.
Finally, the procedure used
demonstrates one way of estimating the number of smples needed to obtain a specified
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confidence level. For example, for the conditions described in [Rudlin 1992], to obtain
a 95% confidence level in 90% of the ppulation would have required 87 cracks if it was
anticipated that each crack would be detected. When it is anticipated that cracks will be
missed, the num~r of crocks that must be ins~cted to reach the desired confidence level
increases [Rudlin 1992].

3.6 SUMMARY
The sections above describe selected studies in related industries. Of note are the
various methods that have been used to assess probability of detection: controlled
experiments on small scale samples, controlled experiments on large scale samples in
simulated field conditions, use of historical data, and proposed use of an out-of-sewice
structure. Also of interest are the variety of factors that appear to affect probability of
detection, including ins~ction method and various human factors, and the tenden~ for a
priori estimates of inspection petiormance to be better than actual petiormance under
test conditions.
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4. ISSUES IN QUANTIFYING PERFORMANCE

Before turning t~ an assessment of the different approaches that might be used to
evaluate probability of detection in tankers, it is useful to review issues that are
important in quantifying performance. This section provides a brief summary of the
issues that will help determine which method of quantifying performance is most
effective. These include motivation, confidence in results, ability to isolate factors, data
management, resource requirements, time requirements, and cost.

4.1

MOTIVATION

There are at least four motivations for determining the probability of detection for
tanker inspection: to improve safety of cargo, crew, and the environment; to provide
feedback to design; to allow the rational scheduling of inspections; and to facilitate a
comparison of different inspection methods. Probability of detection information in and
of itself vAll not improve safety the information must be used to guide the allmation of
resources to inspection and to provide feedback to design. For feedback to design to be
most effective, more information than just the variation in POD with flaw size will be
desired; knowledge of the impact of vessel design factors will be impofiant as well. To
allow the rational scheduling of inspection, POD information must be combined with
information on defect growth rates under various loading conditions.
Finally, to
facilitate the comparison of different inspection methods, it is desirable to be able to
isolate the effect of the method from the many other factors than can impact the
Iikelihmcl that a defect is found.

4.2 CONFIDENCEIN RESULTS
Confidence in an assessment of probability of detection can be considered to have
three components accura~, repeatability, and fideli~. Accuracy is an indication of how
close the derived POD is to the true probability of detection for the situation being
Repeatability is the extent to which results can be replicated.
It is
measured.
repeatability that allows the establishment of confidence intervals.
Fidelity is an
indication of how closely the situation being measured replicates conditions in the fie/d.

4.3 ABIL~

TO ISOIATE

FA~ORS

The wide variety of factors described in Section 2 of this report each have an impact
on probabiii~ of detection. To arrive at results that have a small enough variance to
yield suitable confdence levels will require a method of determining POD that can isolate
the effects of at least some of these factors.

4.4

DATA MANAGEMENT

Data management issues include the amount of data required, the manner in which the
data is handled and transferred, and the analysis that is carried out on the data to
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determine ~obability of detection. An extreme example of the large quanti~ of data
may be required is provided by the aviation study that derived POD curves
successively more detailed inspections, in which 11 years worth of repo~ data
gathered for all aircraft under Federal Aviation Agency authori~ [Dinkeloo 1978].
tanker inspection, a more likely scenario is that a pafiicular approach to deriving
cuwes will require more data than is available.

that
for
was
For
POD

Data handling will be an impotiant issue if actual or simulated inspections are
carried out. The defects that are recorded by the inspector must be accurately and
efllciently transferred to an electronic form for storage and analysis. Possible storage
formats include those used by various owner operators (e.g., CATSIR).
Existing
databases of this soti are reviewed in [Schuite-$trathaus and Bea 1995].
The format
selected for data storage should promote efficient analysis of the data.

4.5

RESOURCEREQUIREMENTS

The resources required will be a critical issue in selection of an approach for
deriving POD cuwes. Consider, for example, the considerable resources that are being
applied at the Underwater NDE Centre in the United Kingdom. Because the experience of
the ins~ctor has such a large impact on the probability of detection, any approach that
involves the inspection of an in situ or in lab structure will require significant
inspector manhours. For in situ experiments, a suitable vessel must be available. For a
lab experiment to come at ali close to capturing the tank inspection environment in
terms of access, lighting, and cleanliness will require samples that resemble large
potiions of a tank.

4.6

TIME REQUIREMENTS

Time requirements come into play in two ways. First, there is the time required to
carry out the actual experiment and analyze the date. Second, for methods that require
access to in-service or out-of-sewice vessels, there may be a significant delay before
an appropriate vessel is available.

4.7 COST
Cost will of course be a factor in selecting an appropriate method. The greater the
reliance on physical resources, particularly in-sewice vessels, the greater the cost of
determining probabili~ of detection.

4.8

SUMMARY

The variety of issues that must be considered in selecting an appropriate method to
investigate probability of detection include motivation, confidence in results, abili~ to
isolate factors, data management, resource requirements, time requirements, and cost.
In the next section, these issues are evaluated in the context of four options for
quantifying inspection performance.
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5. OPTIONS FOR QUANTIFYING PERFORMANCE

This section assesses four strategies for quantifying inspection performance:
solicitation of expetis, laboratory experiments, benchmarked inspection data, and insitu experiments. Two of these methods were described in [Ayyub and White 1992],
solicitation of experts and jn-sjtu experiments.
Laborato~ experiments have been
proposed elsewhere, and are currently being used to help assess the feasibility of
vibration testing as an inspection method [Allen 1993].
The foutih approach,
benchmarked inspection data, is new, A case study of benchmarked inspection data was
carried out as part of this project. lle procedure and results are summarized in Section
5.4.4.

5.1 SOLICITATION OF EXPERTS
5.1.1

Solicitation of Experts: General Approach

One approach to determining the probability of detection is to ask “expefis” what
they think the POD is under a variety of circumstances. Ayyub and White refer to this
approach as expeti elicitation and define seven steps that compri= the prwess: selection
of issues, selection of expetis, issue familiarization of experts, training of experts,
elicitation of expert opinion, aggregation and presentation of results, discussion and
revision by experts, revision of results and reporting [Ayyub and White 1992].
Several formal approaches exist that can help expetts reach a consensus, among them
the Delphi approach (for a concise description, see [Pahl and Beitz 1988]).
In a sense, solicitation of experts regarding tanker inspection overall has been
carried out informally as ~ part of several studies (e.g., [Holzman 1992], [Goodwin and
McClave 1993]).
The interviews carried out as a part of this study went farther, and
actually requested experienced inspector’s assessment of probability of detection. For
the most part, the inspectors intewiewed, including some of the most senior in the
profession, were unable or unwilling to provide anything more than a typically
detectable crack length (2 to 3 inches) and their comments on the various factors that
influence inspection performance.

5.1.2

Solicitation of

Experts:

Advantages&

Disadvantages

Solicitation of expetis as a means of determining POD has several advantages.
Compared to other approaches, it is low cost, has fewer time constraints, requires fewer
resources, and presents a much simpler data management task.
However, the
disadvantages are significant.
Expett inspectors, even those with many years of
experience, are unable or unwilling to provide anything more than a qualitative
assessment of POD and the factors that influence it. The qualitative information is of
some use in providing feedback to ship designers, in making changes to enhance =fe~,
and in comparing new inspection methods with current practice, but it is does not
support these applications as well as quantitative data would.
Furthermore, the
qualitative data available via solicitation of exerts is not sufficient to support a more
rational scheduling of inspections.
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5.1.3

Solicitation of Experts: Summafy

Solicitation of expetis has been carried out on an informal basis as a part of this and
other studies. The results have helped guide new developments and research on tanker
inspection.
Continued informal solicitation of expert opinion is worthwhile, but it is
unlikely that a formal solicitation exercise would yield significant new information.

5.2
5.2.1

lABORATORY

EXPERIMENTS

Labc)ratoy Experiments: General Approach

IAoratay
experiments are the primary approach used in other industries to assess
probability of detection. In a Iaboratmy experiment, test specimens are constructed (or
otherwise obtained) that contain the range of defects that are of interest.
These
specimens are then inspected, with the procedure controlled to derive information about
the factors of interest.
For example, in the nuclear power inspection application
described in Section 3.2, the factors of interest were crack length and various human
factors related to the ins~ctor and the inspection environment [Taylor 1989].
The
marine inspection work currently being carried out at the Unde~ter
NDE Centre in the
United Kingdom is another example of a laborato~ experiment. The test conditions have
been designed to be as close as possible to field conditions. However, the structures
being inspected are specimens, not the “real” structure.
The specimens have been
fabricated to cmtain the defects of interest; there is no guamntee that such defects would
be available in a pamicular “real” structure.

5.2.2

Laborato~

Experiments:

Advantages&

Disadvantages

The major benefit of laboratory experiments is the control provided over test
conditions. The true condition of the specimens is known. Selected factors of interest
can be varied (within the constraints of the test specimen and test environment) and
their impact on probability of detection readily determined.
Specimens can be
constructed to contain the desired type and distribution of defects.
Because the
specimens are not pan of an operational facility, the time constraints are less stringent
than in an in situ experiment.
Data management is not as straightforward as in
However, because the existing defects are known to the
solicitation of experts.
ex@menters,
an electronic “tally sheet” can be developed to allow quick transfer of the
“hits and misses” that result from a patiicular test.
The disadvantages of Iabwatory experiments derive from the significant influence of
environmental factors such as access, lighting, and cleanliness on probability of
detection for tanker inspection. A Iaboratwy specimen that accurately ~tirayed
these
aspects of the inspection environment would have to be quite large, and quite expensive
to construct (especially if flaws are to be built in). For tanker inspection, laboratory
experiments appear to be either too costly or, if smaller, less representative specimens
are used, unlikely to repli~te the impact of im~nt
environmental fictom.

5.2.3

Laboratory

Experiments:

Summaty

Due to the anticipated cost and size of specimens, Iaboratofy experiments do not
appear to be a promising way to develop probability of inspection cuwes. A hybrid
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approach, in which an out-of-use vessel used as a full scale laboratoW, is discussed in
Section 5.3 on in-situ experiments.

5.3
5.3.1

IN-SITU EXPERIMENTS
/n-Situ Experiments:

General Approach

In-situ experiments are experiments carried out in a “real” structure, an insemice vessel. Several ins~ctors would in turn inspect the same portions of the vessel.
Unlike a Iaboratofy experiment, the true condition of the tank would not be known
beforehand. The results of all inspections could be pmled to provide an estimate of the
true condition. Alternatively, a final and extremely thorough inspection could be carried
out to try to assess the true condition. The defects found by the individual ins~ctors
would then be compared with the estimated true condition to determine probability of
detection.

5:3.2

In-Situ Experiments: Advantages & Disadvantages

The major advantage of an in-situ experiment is the close replication of actual field
conditions. Although the inspectors’ motivation during the experiment may be slightly
different from that in practice, other ins~ctor factors and the vessel and environmental
factors would be true to life.
There are, however, major disadvantages to in-situ experiments.
The resource
requirements are significant; a vessel and a group of inspectom must be brought to the
sme place at the same time. The associated costs include the cost of the ins~ctom and,
most significantly, the potential cost of keeping the vessel out of service for several
days. This cost could be greatly reduced if the experiment were carried out while the
vessel was in dtydock using a portion of the vessel that was not cleaned and staged for
repairs. A major disadvantage is that the condition of the vessel is unknown before the
experiment starts. It may turn out that the vessel has few defects of interest, and that
the experiment, while executed correctly, does not yield useful probability of detection
data. Careful prescreening of candidate vessels can minimize this risk, but not eliminate
it. Another disadvantage is that is that only one set of vessel factm can be examined p
experiment. Data management is not as straightforward as in laboratory experiments,
because defect types and locations are not known beforehand.
Two variations of ‘in-situ experiments warrant consideration.
In the first, the
ex~riment
would be carried out as described above, but on an out-of-sewice vessel.
This would reduce the time constraints and the cost of a several day experiment. The
drawback might a difference between the condition of an in-sewice and an out-ofsemice vessel, for example, in terms of cleanliness. The second variation wwld ~ to
have inspctors look h some sort of tag or marker in addmion to the actual defects. The
markers would be designed to look as similar to real defects as possible, and could be
placed at any area of interest within the tank. POD for markers would not be identical to
POD for defects, but the marker detection rates could provide useful information, for
example on the impact of defect I=ation.

5.3.3

In-Situ Experiments:

Summafy

In-situ ex~riments present significant advantages due to the use of a real structure.
However, the assdated disadvantages are also significant in terms of cost and the risk of
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insufficient results. Candidate vessels should be mefully pm-screened to ensure that a
significant ~ulation
of defects exists. As many inspections of the vessel as possible
should be carried out during the time it is out-of-semice.
If time permits, at least
some of the inspectors should be subjected to a version of the marker experiment.

5.4 BENCHMARKEDINSPECTION
5.4.1

DATA

Benchmarked Inspection Data: General Approach

An alternative the use of experimental data is the use of inspection reports of vessels
currently in sewice. The basic approach is the same as that found in [Dinkeloo 1978];
compare the results of subsequent inspections, where one inspection is more thorough
than the other. For tankers, the results of inspections performed underway could be
compared with the results of drydock inspections carried out a short time thereafter.
The drydock inspection serves a “benchmark” against which the performance of other
inspections can be compared. The assumption is that the drydock inspection is more
thorough and therefore a better approximation to the true state of the vessel. The
benchmarked inspection approach is only possible when two inspections of differing
quality are performed within a relatively short time of each other. Not all operators
carry out underway inspections shotily before going in for repairs, so the amount of
data available may be somewhat limited. The d~dock inspection itself is not perfect.
Because some defects may not be detected even in dtydock, using drydock data as a
benchmark will yield an upper bound on probability of detection.

5,4.2

Benchmarked

Inspection Data: Advantages & Disadvantages

The major advantages of benchmarked inspection data are low cost and low demand on
resources. The primary resources required are the results of inspections that are
carried out anyway.
Once a data analysis procedure is established, it should be
straightforward to apply the approach to additional vessels. In addition, the conditions
under which the data were obtained are true field conditions.
There are several disadvantages of benchmarked inspection data.
First, the
“experimenter” (or data analyst) may have little or no control over the inspection
conditions.
This makes it difficult to isolate the impact of particular factors.
Fufiherrnore, unless additional resources are applied to the d~dock inspection, even it
is only an approximation of the “true” condition of the tank. As with the in situ
inspection, the condition of the tank may be such that there are few defects, and little or
no POD information is obtained. A final disadvantage, the lack of information on various
factors, -n be overcome through the use of a simple questionnaire described in Section
5.4.4 below.

5.4.3

Benchmarked

Inspection Data: A CaseStudy

Despite the disadvantages noted above, the bw cost and low risk of the benchmarked
data approach make it appealing. This section describes a =mple application of the
approach.
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5.4.3.1

Background

Two sister ships belonging to the same owner/operator form the basis of the case
study. This owner/operator ~pically uses a commercial inspection service to carty out
an underway inspection several months before a ship goes in to the yard for repair work.
The pu~e
of the underway inspection is to determine the approximate scope of repair
work so that a budget and schedule can be developed. An additional inspection is carried
out while the ship is in yard to define the exact scope of repair work. In the case study
presented here, the results of inspections carried out in the yard are used as a
benchmark against which the results of previous undenvay inspections are compared.
The case study is based on six inspections an undenvay inspection of Ship A carried
out in November, 1986; a shipyard inspection of Ship A carried out in April/May 1987;
an underway inspection of Ship B carried out in May 1987; a shipyard inspection of
Ship B carried out in October/November
1987; an underway inspection of Ship B
carried out in 1990; and a shipyard inspection of ship B carried out in 1990.
The
inspections were carried out by commercial inspectors for the owner, with different
companies and different inspectors involved in the various inspections.
The configuration of the ships iss summarized in Figures 12-14.
Figure 12 shows
the general arrangement and tank locations. The vessel has six center cargo tanks and
four wing cargo tanks on port and starboard. Wing tanks 3 and 5 are water ballast tanks.
The vessel patiiculars are shown in Figure 13. The midship section is shown in Figure
14. The vessel has a standard single-hull construction with center cargo tanks and two
tie beams across the wing tanks.
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5.4.3.2

Data Acquisition

Survey reports from the six inspections listed above were reviewed. For this case
study, cracks were the only type of defect considered. For tanks with a sufficient
number of cracks, individual cracks were recorded by length and location (frame
number, longitudinal’ number, general location — e.g., side shell, longitudinal bulkhead,
web frame). Additional information was provided by an owner/operator representative
knowledgeable of the history of both ships and of the specific inspections involved. This
information provided an essential perspective from which to interpret the data.
5.4.3.3

Data Analysis

General

The general analysis presented here is derived primarily from discussions with a
representative of the owner/operator.
It is suplmted by the inspection reprts and by
the detailed analysis presented in the next section.
The initial inspection reviewed for the case study was the November 1986 undenvay
inspection of Ship A. The owner/operator was particularly interested in the condition of
the coatings, but also in sideshell cracks. Based on prior knowledge of the structure and
loads, there was concern that side shell cracks might form at L9, L8, and higher. The
inspection was carried out in rainy weather and under considerable time pressure;
planned inspections of Tanks 5P/S were canceled Tanks 3P and 3S were inspected down
to L9; no side shell cracks were noted. However, notes from the inspection indicate that
there was a significant amount of mud at L8 and L9 and also at L14 and L1 S.
A drydock inspection of Ship A was carried out in April and May of 1987.
This
inspection revealed sideshell cracks throughout the length of the ship at the locations
where the tie beams meet the side shell and the longitudinal bulkhead: L8, L9, L14, and
L15. The cracking was most significant in Tanks 3, 5, and 6, but was seen in Tanks 1,
2, and 4 as well. The results of the drydock inspection of Ship A are summarized in
Appendix C.
The results of the dtydock inspection of Ship A were a surprise, given that the
inspection carried out underway had found no fractures in Tank 3 at L8 and L9. The
owner/operator
immediately
scheduled an underway inspection of Ship B, with
instructions to pay particular attention to possible cracking in the side shell and
longitudinal bulkhead atL8, L9, L14, and L15. Progress repo~s during the undeway
inspection indicated in Tanks 3 P/S a condition similar to that seen in Ship A’s drydock
inspection, but with fewer cracks at L14 and L15. In Tanks 5 P/S, similar cracking
was found at L8 and L9; at the time of the progress rem
L14 and L15 had not yet been
inspected.
Undenvay and d~dock inspections of Ship B in 1990 showed no significant cracking
at L8, L9, L14, or L15.
This may indicate that repairs made during the 1987
drydocking to solve the cracking problem at L8, L9, L14, andL15 were successful.
The general analysis yields several observations.
First, the inspection process
worked as it is intended to. That is, cracb in both ships were detected before they were
of sufficient length to threaten the structure or to allow oil to seep out of the cargo tanks.
Second, experience with a sister ship (Ship A) was used to help guide the subsequent
inspection of Ship B. Third, the underway inspection of Ship B was carried out with the
purpose of determining whether conditions similar to Ship A existed. Knowing this, an
inspector mnning out of time might not inspect L8, L9, L14, L15 at each web frame,
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but might instead try to get a general sense of whether or not the cracking problem was
present
5.4.3.4

Data Analysis Specific

The general data analysis above provides an ovewiew of the case study inspections.
As a trial application of the use of benchmarked historical data, the results of the
drydock inspections were used as benchmarks against which to compare the
Inspection reports were reviewed and crack
corresponding undetway inspection.
information (location, length, type) extracted.
From this information, “benchmarked”
inspection plots comparing underway and drydmk inspections were developed.
Benchmarked inspection plots are presented for the 1987 and 1990 underway and
drydock inspections of Ship B. For each pair of inspections, a comparison of the cracks
found underway with those found in drydock is shown for four views of the tank
structure: port side shell, port longitudinal bulkhead, starboard side shell, and
starboard longitudinal bulkhead. Cracks are plotted against axes representing psition
along the length of the ship, as indicated by web frame number (horizontal axis), and
h@ght from the tank bottom, as indi=ted by longitudinal number (vertical axis).
As a preliminary investigation of the effect of crack length on detection, similar
plots are provided showing only those cracks with length > 10Omm. For cracks that
were found both underway and in drydock, the drydock length is assigned to the underway
measurement.
For example, for a crack reponed as 1SOmm in drydock and 75 mm
undetway, both the “undemvay” and “drydock” ~mbols will be in included on the “crack
length 2100 mm” plot.
Figures 15- 18 show the resuits of the 1987 inspections of Ship B, with cracks
along the poti side shell shown in Figure 15, those along the port longitudinal bulkhead
in Figure 16, those along the starboard side sheli in Figure 17, and those along the
starboard longitudinal bulkhead in Figure 19. Similarly, Figures 19 - 22 show the
results of the 1990 inspections of Ship B: port side shell in Figure 19, port longitudinal
bulkhead in Figure 20, starboard side shell in Figure 21, and starboard longitudinal
bulkhead in Figure 22. Results for the 1987 inspection of Ship A are not shown.
Because there were few cracks found in the April/May 1987 underway inspection of
Ship A, and many cracks found in the subsequent drydock inspection, the detection rate
that would be obtained by comparing the two is close to zero, and plotting the results
would yield little additional information.
At a particular location, one of four conditions holds: no crack WS reported in either
the undetway or the drydock inspection; a crack was reported in the undeway
inspection and in the drydock inspection (a “hit”); a crack was repomed in drydock but
not undetway [a “miss”); or, in a few cases, a crack was reported underway but not in
dryddt.
The comparison between undenvay and dtydock inspections is based on iaation
oniy, and dnot take into account crack length. Thus, if a crack WS found in the same
Imation both underway and in drydock, it shows up as a “hit” whether or not the same
length was reported
Consider first the data from the 1987 inspections. A quick glance at Figures 1619 indicates that roughiy half the cracks detected in drydock were aiso repotied
underway. However, it would be misleading to conclude that the observed detection rate
is indicative of probability of detection for tankers in generai, or even for this
pamicular class of ship. A prima~ motivation for the underway inspection was to
determine whether the repeated cracking seen in Ship A at L8, L9, L14, andL15 was
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also present in Ship B. To do this requires not that every crack be detected, but that a
general sense of condition at the locations in question be obtained. In Tank 3 P, for
example, the undenvay inspection found cracks at L8, L9, L14, and L15 for roughly half
the web ha-,
enough to conclude that a problem similar to that seen in Ship A existed.
This conclusion would not have changed even if the cracks at the other half of the web
frames had also been detected underway. It is impossible to know to what extent this
knowledge affected the ins~ctor’s performance. However, a reasonable course of action
in light of time pressures would have been to inspect at the L8/L9 and L14/Ll 5 levels
only until cracks had been found at several web frames, and then to conclude that a
problem existed in that tank.
For the 1987 inspections three types of performance can be obsewed through the
benchmarked plots ve~ good, mixed, and poor.
Ve~ Good Performance
There are regions, such as the longitudinal
bulkheads in Tanks 5P and 5S, where nearly all the cracks found in
.drydock were also detected undetway. This indicates that at least under
certain conditions (in this case, an inspection carried out with knowledge
of what had recently been found in a sister ship), the probability of
detection in tanker inspection can be quite good.
In regions such as the side shells in Tanks 5P and 5S,
Mixed PerformU
petiormance is mixed. Some cracks are detected, but many are missed. As
discussed above, for cracks at L8, L9, L14, or L15, it is possible that
mixed performance reflects a decision by the inspector(s) to inspect more
quickly once cracks had been seen at several web frames.
Poor Perfo~ancR
There are also regions, such as the upper portions (L9
and above) of Tanks 4P and 4S, where no cracks were found undenvay,
despite the presence, in Tank 4P, of many cracks with length >100 mm.
It may be that there was no opportuni~ to raft at this level during the
underway inspection, though that is not clear from the information
available.
A review of the results of the 1990 inspections of Ship B, shown in Figures 1922, indicates that the problem observed at L8, L9, L14, andL15 in 1987 seems to have
been solved, although there are still a few cracks reponed at L8 and L9. With respect to
detection rate, the 1990 inspections show an interesting result. In both po~ and
starboard tanks, ve~ good performance is obsewed along the longitudinal bulkhead.
However, performance along the side shell is poor, with no cracks being detected
unclenvay in either the poti or starboard tanks. There is no ready explanation for this
difference.
A rough indication of the effect of crack length on detection rate can be seen by
comparing pans a and b in each of Figures 1S-18. In each case, performance is better,
that is, the detection rate is higher, for cracks with length >100 mm than it is for all
cracks. The 1987 inspection of Tanks 3 and 5 produced the greatest number of cracks in
regims other than those with poor performance, so the effect of length is best seen
through the 1987 data from these tanks.
Figures 23-26 show “hits” vs. all cracks found in d~dwk for various crack lengths.
Figures 23 and 24 show this comparison for the 1987 inspection of Tank 3. Figures 25
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and 26 show the same information for Tank 5. The ratio of hits to all drydwk crack is,
“for each crack length, a single POD data point. However, due to the limited @
of data
considered here, it would be misleading to express these results in the form of a POD
cuwe. Based on Figures 23-26, it appears that a reasonably large percentage of cracks
200 mm (7.9 inches) or larger are detected, and that a much smaller percentage of
cracks 150 mm (6.0 inches) or less are detected. These results are somewhat at odds
with inspectors’ comments during the interviews, which indicated that most cracks
larger than 2 or 3 inches would be detected. However, the special circumstances of the
1987 undenvay inspection (that is, the focus on cracks at L8, L9, L14, and L15] may
have caused inspectors to overlook large cracks once they had determined that the
cracking problem was indeed evident in a pa~icular tank.

5.4.3.5

Results

Taken as a whole, the case study highlights the important

influence of prior
The
underway
inspection
of
Ship
A, cam”ed out
knowledge on inspection performance.
without prior knowledge (though with some suspicion) of the problems at L8, L9, L14,
and L15, found no cracks at these locations when in fact many existed. Armed with the
results of the subsequent drydmk inspection of Ship A, the underway inspection of Ship
B found significant cracking in similar locations.
For the 1987 and 1990 inspections of Ship B, inspection performance while
underway falls into three categories regions of very good performance, in which most
cracks found in drydock were also detected undenvay; regions of mixed performance, in
which many cracks found in drydock were not detected underway and regions of pm
performance, in which cracks were detected in drydock but not underway. In the 1987
inspections, with many cracks reported, different categories of performance can be
observed even within the same tank, suggesting that factors that can vary within a tank
such as access, cleanliness, and lighting, play an important role. In addition, the
objectives of the inspection may be such that the inspector’s performance varies within
a tank.
Although there were not sufficient data to allow the development of probability of
detection cutves, the results of the case study show that detection rates were, on
average, higher for longer length cracks. In the intewiews described earlier in this
report, ins~ctors indicated that a 2 to 3 inch crack could be reliably detected. For the
inspections reviewed here, this was not the cas~ high rates of detection were seen only
for cracks greater than 150 mm in length. This may in pan be due to the specific
conditions of the case study inspections.

5.4.4

Modifications

to Support Data Collection

In ~rrying out the benchmarked inspection data case study described here, it be~me
apparent that two modifications would greatty facilitate data collection and analysis. For
typical historical data, little or no information will available regarding the many factors
The comments of the owner/operator
that can affect inspection performance.
representative provided insight into some factors imptiant in the case study, but even
so, no information was available regarding others (such as lighting, the experience of
the inspectom, etc.). If a larger body of benchmarked data is collected, it will be useful
to have information on environmental factors and inspector factors, in addition to the
vessel factors (which are generally available from the owner/operator).
Much of this
information could be obtained directly from the inspector at the time of the inspection,
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and then stored with the inswction data. To facilitate this process, a brief questionnaire
was developed.
The intent is that this form would be completed by the inspector
immediately following the inspection. The format and content of the questionnaire
represent a compromise between the desire for complete information and the need for a
brevity. The current draft of the questionnaire is provided as Appendix A. This draft
incorporates the cm.ments of several experienced inspectors. The questionnaire has not
been “tested”; that is, it has not been filled out by inspectors just completing an
inspection. Until feedback from such “tests” is incorporated into the questionnaire, it
should & viewed as a draft
The prwess of matching cracks found underway with those detected in drydmk was
arduous. Currently, the data are recorded in two separate reports, and must be
manually extmcted from each and then compared. Two changes could make this pr=ess
easier. First, if inspection results were stored in a database that could be sorted by
kation, defect type, and defect size, the matching prmess would be close to effortless.
Existing and proposed database representations of tanker structure and history are
described in [Shulte-Stmthaus and Bea 1995]. Second, if the inspector carrying out a
drydwk inspection had access to the results of the prior undervmy inspection, ~rhaps
in the form of locations marked on drawings, data for the two inspections could be
archived together. There is a potential drawback to this approach; the drydock inspector
might be inclined to look only (or primarily) where defects had been detected in the
underway inspection.

5.4.5

Benchmarked Inspection

Data:

Summary

The case study carried out here shows that benchmarked inspection data can provide
useful information on the probability of detection.
The process of obtaining and
analyzing data was relatively straightfonvard.
Benchmarked inspection data has the
advantage of drawing on data from real inspections in true field conditions, yet
remaining relatively inexpensive and free of time constraints. However, the approach
has several drawbacks. First, the amount of data available may be limited only a few
operators carry out underway inspections followed shortly by drydock inspections
In
addition, the method provides no assessment of the quali~ of the drydock inspections, and
no means to control the various factors that affect performance
Two additional
drawbacks, the lack of information on factors affecting performance and the tedious data
collection process, could be minimized by the steps proposed in Section 5.4.4.
In
addition, knowledge of the purpose of an inspection and the conditions under which it is
carried out can shed light some light on observed performance, and should be obtained
whenever possible.
The results of the experiment carried out here also indicate that inspection
performance can va~ greatly in different regions of the =me vessel. Furthermore, the
limited results presented here suggest that the “readily detected” crack size is
Signifi=ntly larger than that estimated by most inspectors. This calls into question the
ability of inspectors to provide the information needed for the solicitation of expefi
opinion approach recommended in [Ayyub and White 1992].

5.5 SUMMARY
Of the four approaches to quantifying performance, two do not appear to warrant
further attention at this time: solicitation of expeti opinion and laboratory experiments.
Solicitation of expefi opinion is not a feasible approach; inspectors are reluctant to
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Furthermore, at least for the ship
provide quantitative estimated of performance.
analyzed here, the estimates that inspectors do put fonvard are much more optimistic
experiments, while they have the
than the observed detection record. bboratory
advantage of a working from a known and controllable set of flaws, are unlikely to be
successful due to the difficulty in replicating in-tank conditions without incurring
excessive costs,
The other two approaches, in-situ experiments
and benchmarked inspection data,
along with a hybrid approach do appear promising as means to assess inspection
performance and derive POD information. In-situ experiments provide results based on
a close-to-real inspection carried out under real conditions. The drawbacks that would
have to be overcome for this approach to be successful are the high cost of inspector and
vessel time, the reduced abili~ to isolate the effects of different tictors, and the fact that
any panicular vessel may not yield a suitable number of defects to evaluate POD.
Benchmarked inspection data also has the advantage of deriving results from real
Futihermore,
it is relatively
inspections carried out in real field conditions.
inexpensive and poses no time constraints. The drawbacks that have to be overcome
include, once again, the reduced abili~ to isolate and modify various factors and the risk
that any pamicular vessel may not yield a large number of defects.
An additional
drawback is the small number of organizations that carty out drydock inspections
shottly after underway inspections. Finally, the hybrid approach of carrying out an insitu experiment on an out-of-service vessel appears to be a promising means of avoiding
some of the drawbacks associated with in situ testing and benchmarked inspection data.
The use of markers to supplement the already existing defects in an in situ or hybrid test
also has the potential to increase the information obtained.
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6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
A knowledge of how likely it is that a flaw will be found during an inspection, that is,
the probability of detection, is important for many reasons as feedback to design, to
provide guidance in setting inspection schedules, and as a common ground upon which to
compare different inspection technologies. This project has investigated the means of
developing a better understanding of probability of detection in tanker inspections.
Based on a review of the literature and interviews with inspectors and others involved in
the tank inspection prwess, a model of the factors that can influence probability of
detection was developed. The model classifies factors based on the extent to which they
can be mdified throughout a vessel’s life.
A review of the literature in other industries, including aviation, nuclear ~wer,
manufacturing,
and off shore structures was carried out.
Selected studies are
summarized in this report. Taken together, they provide examples of the various
methods that have been used to assess probability of detection: controlled experiments on
small scale samples, controlled experiments on large scale samples in simulated field
conditions, use of historical data, and use of an out-of-sewice structure. In addition,
these studies indicate that a variety of factors affect probability of detection, including
inspection method and various human factors, and that there is a tenden~ for subjective
estimates of inspection performance made by inspectors and others to be better than
measured performance under test conditions, It is reasonable to anticipate that the same
tendency for optimism exists in the marine field.
Four approaches to analyzing inspection performance were identified or developed
for application to the tanker inspection problem: solicitation of experts, laborato~
experiments, in situ experiments, and benchmarked inspection data. Each approach was
assessed with regard to a variety of issues including ability to isolate factors, data
management, resource requirements, time requirements, and cost. The results suggest
that in situ experiments, benchmarked inspection data, and a hybrid (in situ test on an
out-of-sewice vessel) are potentially useful tools for futther work on POD.
An case study of the use of benchmarked inspection data was carried out. In addition
to demonstrating the feasibility of the approach, the results showed the import influence
that prior experience with a vessel and sister ships can have on inspection performance.
Inspection performance was obsewed to vary greatly in different locations within the
same vessel, indicating the impo~ance of factors such as access, lighting, and
cleanliness that can vay throughout a tank or a ship Furthermore, the limited results
presented suggest that the “readily detected” crack size is larger than that estimated by
most ins~ctors, a result cmsistent with the literature on probability of detection in
other industries. To overcome the issue of limited knowledge of the factors that affect
inspection, a brief questionnaire was developed for use in future applications of
hnchrnarked data analysis. The questionnaire should be completed by inspectors shody
after an ins-ion.
The use of a database to archive both sets of inspection data is also
recommended.
In conclusion, further effom to understand probability of detection in the tanker
inspection environment should be carried out through in situ tests of either an inaentice or an out-of-semice vessel and though analysis of benchmarked inspection data.
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INSPECTOR QUESTIONNAIRE
VESSEL

DATE:

——

1. Roughly how many hours have you worked in the past seven days?
less than 35 hrs

35 to 50 hrs

2. Number of years experience ~rforming
less than 2 yrs

51 to 70 hrs

more than 70 hrs

inspections on ships:

2 to 4 years

5 to 8 years

more than 9 years

3. Amount of classroom and formal in-field training you have received during your
inspection careen
none

less than 6 mo

1 to 2 yrs

6motolyr

more than 2 yrs

4. Number of times you have inspected vessels in the same class as this ship:
none

one or two

three or four

five or more

5. Number of times you have inspected this vessel in the past not including this time:
none

once

twice

three or more

6. Prior to this inspection, were the past inspection repotts of this vessel reviewed?
yes

no

7. Was there as detailed written plan for areas to be inspected (such as CAIP)?
yes

no

8. Where was the ship located when this inspection was performed?
underway

in dry-dock

dockside

9. If this inspection was performed undeway,
calm

how would you describe the sea condition?
rough

moderate

10. What type of access was used during this inspection?
bottom waking

rafting

staging

other

11. How would you describe the overall lighting available in the tanks being inspected?
~r

adequate

excellent

12. In addition to the overall lighting, did your portable flashlight provide suitable lighting?
pmr

adequate

excellent

A-2

not used

13. How would you describe the color of the coating used in the tank?
dark

light

none used

14. How would you describe the tank cleanliness?
pmr

adequate

excellent

15. What was the temperature in the tanks being inspected?
cold

moderate (comfortable)

hot

16, How would describe the ventilation in the tank during this inspection?
pmr

adequate

excellent

17. Did you use protective eyewear during this inspection?
yes, prescription glasses

yes, protective glasses

no

18. Did you have to wear a breathing respirator while performing the inspection?
yes

no

19. Pieaseestimate the total time you were in the tank(s) during this inspection:
hours
20.

How would you describe the amount of time available to inspect the area required?
insufficient

21.

1 to 2 hrs

3 to 4 hrs

more than 5 hrs

In general, would you say the vessel was well prepared for the inspection?
no

yes
23.

time was not a problem

During the inspection, what was the longest you had to work without a break?
less than 1 hr

22.

limited but acceptable

For what type of organization were you conducting this inspection?
regulatmy agency

classification =iety

A-3

owner/operator

repair facili~

APPENDIX

B - SAMPLE

INSPECTION DATA

B-1

SHIP ‘B -1987 INSPECTION PORT CARGO WING TANK #2
InspeotionType Cm& Length, mm
General Location
shipyard
10
~de shell
Wlpyti
side shell
shipyard
bng’1bkhd
20
shipyard
side shell
shipyard
200
side shell
‘ 20
shipyard
bng’1bkhd
shipyard
60
side shell
200
utierway
sJdeshell
10
shipyard
bn@ bkhd
120
shipyard
side shell
200
underway
side shell
200
shipyard
side shell
30
shipyard
side shell
shipyard
side shell
%
trans web frame
shipyard
200
underway
side shell
100
shipyard
side shell
underway
200
side shell
30
shipyard
side shell
600
shipyard
side shell
100
shipyard
side shell
shipyard
60
side shell
10
shipyard
side shell
shipyard
20
br@l bkhd
shipyard
side shell
1;
shipyard
bng’1bkhd
40
shipyard
side shell
20
shipyard
bng’1bkhd
shipyard
120
side shell
underway
200
side shell
10
shipyard
bng’1bkhd
shipyard
60
side shell
200
undenvay
side shell
shipyard
200
side shell
200
shipyard
side shell
shipyard
80
trans web frame
shipyard
20
bng’1bkhd
40
side shell
shipyard
10
shipyard
bn@ bkhd
60
side shell
shipyard
shipyard
60
side shell
shipyard
60
side shell
100
side shell
shipyard
bng’1bkhd
shipyard
IJ
side shell
shipyard
shipyard
20
side shell
shipyard
10
side shell
side shell
shipyard
side shell
shipyard
::
shipyard
20
b~”l bkhd
30
side shell
shipyard
shipyard
20
side shell
10
shipyard
side shell
20
side shell
shipyard
shipyard
20
side shell
40
shipyard
honz sirg #l

1

B-2

Frame
82
::

82
82
83
83
%
83
83
83
83
84
84
84
84
84
84
84.5
85
85
85
85
05
85
85
86
86
%
86
86
86
86
%’
87
87
87
87
87
88
88
88
88
88
88
89
89
::
89.5
90
90
90

Longitudinal
8
9
9
14
15
8
8
8
9
9
9
14
15
:
8
:
18
9
8
9
14
14
15
15
16
8
8
:
9
9
14
15
31
8
8
9
9
14
15
8
9
9
14
15
16
8
9
9
14
14
8
9
10

shipyard
shipyard
shipyard

::
40

horiz strg#2
trans web frame
trans web frame

SH[p “B”-1987 INSPECTION STBD CARGO WING TANK #2
InspectionType CraA Len@h, mm
General Location
shipyard
60
side shell
120
shipyard
side shell
120
shipyard
bng’1bkhd
200
underway
side shell
20
shipyard
bng’1bkhd
30
shipyard
side shell
30
shipyard
Iong’1bkhd
60
shipyard
side shell
60
shipyard
side shell
40
shipyard
bng’1bkhd
60
shipyard
side shell
30
shipyard
side shell
10
shipyard
side shell
shipyard
side shell
::
shipyard
side shell
100
underway
side shell
120
shipyard
side shell
10
shipyard
bng’1bkhd
20
shipyard
side shell
100
shipyard
side shell
20
shipyard
side shell
100
shipyard
side shell
30
shipyard
trans web frame
120
shipyard
side shell
20
shipyard
side shell
200
shipyard
side shell
20
shipyard
side shell
120
shipyard
side shell
120
shipyard
side shell
150
shipyard
side shell
100
shipyard
side shell
120
shipyard
side shell
shipyard
side shell
%
trans web frame
shipyard
shipyard
side shell
80
shipyard
side shell
120
shipyard
side shell
shipyard
trans web frame
8
bng”lti(hd
shipyard
120
side shell
shipyard
10
bng’1bkhd
shipyard
40
shipyard
side shell
20
side shell
shipyard
shipyard
side shell
::
shipyard
side shell
side shell
shipyard
120
shipyard
side shell
20
shipyard
bng’1bkhd
10
bng’1bkhd
shipyard
20
shipyard
side shell

B-3

90
90
90

Frame
81H
82
82
82
82
82
82
82
83
83
83
83
83
83
83
84
84
84
::
84
84
84
85
85
85
85
86
86
86
86
87
87
87
87
87
87
87
88
88
88
88
88
88
88
88
89
89
89
90

17
31
31

Longitudinal
17
8
8
8
9
9
14
18
8
9
9

10
11
12
18
8
8
9
9
9
14
;
8
9
14
15
8
9
14
15
8
9
14
14
15
18
25
8
8
9
9
12
14
15
18
9
14
15
8

shipyard
shipyard
shipyard
shipyard
shipyard

20
20
20
20
100

side shell
side shell
hofiz strg #1
horiz strg#1
hofiz strg #2

B-4

90
90
90
90
90

9
9
10
17’
19

APPENDIX C - SHIP A 1987 DRYDOCK INSPECTION
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Figure Cl a. Ship A 1987 Drydock Inspection, Port Side Shell Cracks
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